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Abstract
This paper shows an asymptotically tight analysis of the CertiﬁedWrite-All algorithm calledAWT
that was introduced by Anderson and Woll, SIAM J. Comput. 26 (1997) 1277, and a method for
creating near-optimal instances of the algorithm. This algorithm is the best known deterministic
algorithm that can be used to simulaten synchronous parallel processors onn asynchronous processors.
The algorithm is instantiated with q permutations on {1, . . . , q}, where q can be chosen from a wide
range of values. When implementing a simulation on a speciﬁc parallel system with n processors,
one would like to select the best possible value of q and the best possible q permutations, in order to
maximize the efﬁciency of the simulation.
This paper shows that work complexity of any instance ofAWT is
(
q2/C · n1+logq (C/q)
)
, where
q is the number of permutations selected, andC is a value related to their combinatorial properties. The
choice of q turns out to be critical for obtaining an instance of the AWT algorithm with near-optimal
work. For any > 0, and any large enough n, work of any instance of the algorithm must be at least
n1+(1−)
√
2 ln ln n/ ln n
. Under certain conditions, however, that q is about e
√
1/2 ln n ln ln n and for
inﬁnitely many large enough n, this lower bound can be nearly attained by instances of the algorithm
that use certain q permutations and have work at most n1+(1+)
√
2 ln ln n/ ln n
. The paper also shows
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a penalty for not selecting q well. When q is signiﬁcantly away from e
√
1/2 ln n ln ln n
, then work of
any instance of the algorithm with this displaced q must be considerably higher than otherwise.
© 2004 Elsevier B.V. All rights reserved.
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1. Introduction
This paper shows an asymptotically tight analysis of the Certiﬁed Write-All algorithm
called AWT that was introduced by Anderson and Woll [1], and a method for creating
near-optimal instances of the algorithm. In this algorithm n processors update n memory
cells and then signal the completion of the updates. The algorithm is instantiated with q
permutations, where q can be chosen from a wide range of values. This paper shows that
the choice of q is critical for obtaining an instance of theAWT algorithm with near-optimal
work.
Many existing parallel systems are asynchronous. However, writing correct parallel pro-
grams on an asynchronous shared memory system is often difﬁcult, for example because of
data races, which are difﬁcult to detect in general [7,37].When the instructions of a parallel
program are written with the intention of being executed on a system that is synchronous,
then it is easier for a programmer to write correct programs, because it is easier to reason
about synchronous parallel programs than asynchronous ones. Therefore, in order to im-
prove productivity in parallel computing, one could offer programmers the illusion that their
programs run on a parallel system that is synchronous, while in fact the programs would be
simulated on an asynchronous system.
Simulations of a parallel system that is synchronous on a system that is asynchronous have
been studied for over a decade [3–6,10,14,16,19,21–24,32–34,40,41]. Simplifying consid-
erably, such simulations assume that there is a system with p asynchronous processors, and
the system is to simulate a program written for n synchronous processors. The simulations
use three main ideas: idempotence, load balancing, and synchronization. Speciﬁcally, the
execution of the program is divided into a sequence of phases. A phase executes an in-
struction of each of the n synchronous programs. The simulation executes a phase in two
stages. First the n instructions are executed and the results are saved to a scratch memory.
Only then cells of the scratch memory are copied back to desired cells of the main memory.
This ensures that the result of the phase is the same even if multiple processors execute
the same instruction in a phase, which may happen due to asynchrony. The p processors
run a load balancing algorithm to ensure that the n instructions of the phase are executed
quickly despite possibly varying speeds of the p processors. In addition, the p processors
should be synchronized at every stage (twice per phase), so as to ensure that the simulated
program proceeds in lock-step. Such simulation implements the PRAM model [15] on an
asynchronous system.
One challenge in realizing the simulations is the development of efﬁcient load-balancing
and synchronization algorithms. This challenge is abstracted as the Certiﬁed Write-All
(CWA) problem. In this problem, introduced in a slightly different form by Kanellakis and
Shvartsman [19], there are p processors, an array w with n cells and a ﬂag f, all initially 0,
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and the processors must set the n cells of w to 1, and then set f to 1 (see [39] for a related
problem of Collect). A simulation uses an algorithm that solves the CWA problem, and the
overhead of the simulation depends on the efﬁciency of the algorithm. The efﬁciency of the
algorithm is measured by work that is equal to the worst-case total number of instructions
executed by the algorithm. In order to improve the efﬁciency of simulations, it is desirable
to develop low-work algorithms that solve the CWA problem.
Deterministic algorithms that solve the CWA problem on an asynchronous system can
be used to create simulations that have bounded worst-case overhead. Thus several deter-
ministic algorithms have been studied [1,8,9,18,20,36]. The class of algorithms for the case
when p = n is especially interesting, because the algorithms have higher parallelism than
algorithms for the case when p 	 n. When an algorithm for n = p is used in a simulation,
the simulation of a given synchronous program for p = n processors may be faster, as
compared to the simulation that uses an algorithm for p 	 n processors, simply because
in the former case more processors are available to simulate the program. However, the
potential of producing a faster simulation can only be realized when the algorithm used has
low work, so that not much computing resources are wasted during any simulation phase.
The best to date deterministic algorithm that solves theCWAproblemon an asynchronous
system for the case when p = n was introduced by Anderson andWoll [1]. This algorithm
is calledAWT, and it generalizes the algorithmX of Buss et al. [8]. TheAWT algorithm uses
a list of q permutations on {1, . . . , q}. Anderson andWoll introduced a notion of contention
of a list of permutations, that is a value related to the number of left-to-right maxima in
the permutations (see Section 2 for a formal deﬁnition). Anderson and Woll showed that
for any  > 0, there is a q ∈ N, a list of q permutations with desired contention, and a
constant cq , such that theAWT algorithm for p processors and n = p cells that uses the list,
has work at most cq · n1+. Note that this upper bound includes a multiplicative constant
factor that is a function of q. The result that an O(n1+)work algorithm can be found is very
interesting from theoretical standpoint. However, a different search objective will occur
when a simulation is developed for a speciﬁc parallel system.
A speciﬁc parallel systemwill have a ﬁxed number p of processors. It is possible to create
many instances of the AWT algorithm for these p processors and n = p cells, that differ
by the number q of permutations used to create an instance. It is possible that the work of
these different instances is different. If this is indeed the case, then it is interesting to ﬁnd
the best possible value of q and the best possible q permutations, so as to create a relatively
more efﬁcient simulation on this parallel system.
Contributions: This paper shows an asymptotically tight analysis of the AWT algorithm
ofAnderson andWoll, and a method for creating near-optimal instances of the algorithm. In
this algorithm, p processors update n = p memory cells and then signal the completion of
the updates. The algorithm is instantiated with q permutations on {1, . . . , q}, where q can be
chosen from a wide range of values.We show a bound of
(
q2/C · n1+logq (C/q)
)
on work
of theAWTalgorithm instantiatedwith a list of q permutationswith contentionC (appearing
in Lemma 3.1). Then we demonstrate that the choice of q is critical for obtaining an instance
of the AWT algorithm with near-optimal work. Speciﬁcally, we combine our bound with
a lower bound on the contention of permutations given by Knuth [25] and Lovász [29], to
show that for any  > 0, the work of any instance must be at least n1+(1−)
√
2 ln ln n/ ln n
,
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for any large enough n (appearing in Theorem 3.5). The resulting bound is nearly opti-
mal: for any  > 0 and for any m that is large enough, when q = e√1/2 ln m ln ln m,
and h = √2 ln m/ ln ln m, then there exists an instance of the AWT algorithm for
p = qh processors and n = p cells that has work at most n1+(1+)√2 ln ln n/ ln n (appear-
ing in Theorem 3.6). We also prove that there is a penalty if one selects a q that is too
far away from e
√
1/2 ln n ln ln n
. For any ﬁxed r2, and any large enough n, work is at
least n1+r/3·
√
2 ln ln n/ ln n
, whenever the AWT algorithm is instantiated with q permuta-
tions, such that 16qe
√
1/2 ln n ln ln n/(r·ln ln n) or er·
√
1/2 ln n ln ln nqn (appearing
in Preposition 3.7).
Paper organization: The remainder of the paper is organized as follows. In Section 2, we
give deﬁnitions, report on some existing results on contention of permutations and present
the AWT algorithm of Anderson and Woll. In Section 3, we show our asymptotically tight
analysis of the AWT algorithm and an optimization argument. Finally, in Section 4, we
conclude with future and related work.
2. Deﬁnitions and preliminaries
We consider an asynchronous PRAM. It consists of p processors and a shared memory.
Any execution is modeled by a sequence of instructions issued by the processors. The
executions are asynchronous, i.e. processors can work at arbitrarily varying paces. The
shared memory cells are of the multi-reader multi-writer type, and reading and writing is
instantaneous (see e.g., [2] for a formal deﬁnition, and also [5,11–13,17,28,32,38,42]).Any
processor has a special Halt instruction that stops the operation of the processor.
We adopt the following deﬁnition of the Certiﬁed Write-All (CWA) problem: given an
array w[0, . . . , n− 1] with n cells and a ﬂag f, all located in n+ 1 cells of shared memory
and all initially 0, set the n cells of w to 1, and then set f to 1. An algorithm solves the CWA
problem for p processors and n cells, if: (termination) each processor halts after having
executed a ﬁnite number instructions, (certiﬁcation) when any processor halts, the ﬂag f
has been set to 1, and (validity) when the ﬂag f is set to 1, all n cells ofw have been set to 1.
The work complexity of a deterministic algorithm that solves the CWA problem for p pro-
cessors and n cells is the maximum total number of instructions executed by the processors.
(Work is a function of n and p.)
For a permutation  on [q] = {1, . . . , q}, (v) is a left-to-right maximum [25] if it is
larger than all of its predecessors; i.e. (v) > (1),(v) > (2), . . . ,(v) > (v−1). The
contention [1] of with respect to a permutation  on [q], denoted as Cont(, ), is deﬁned
as the number of left-to-right maxima in the permutation −1 that is a composition of −1
with . For a list Rq = 〈1, . . . ,q〉 of q permutations on [q] and a permutation  on [q],
the contention of Rq with respect to  is deﬁned as Cont(Rq, ) =∑qv=1 Cont(v, ). The
contention of the list of permutationsRq is deﬁned asCont(Rq) = max on [q] Cont(Rq, ).
Knuth [25] and Lovász [29] showed that the expectation of the number of left-to-right
maxima in a random permutation on [q] is Hq (Hq is the qth harmonic number). This
immediately implies the following lower bound on contention of a list of q permutations
on [q].
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AWT(Rq)
01 T raverse(h, )
02 set f to 1 and Halt
T raverse(i, s)
01 if i = 0 then
02 w[val(s)] := 1
03 else
04 j := qi
05 for v := 1 to q
06 a := j (v)
07 if bs◦a = 0 then
08 T raverse(i − 1, s ◦ a)
09 bs◦a := 1
Fig. 1. The instance AWT(Rq) of an algorithm of Anderson and Woll, as executed by a processor with identiﬁer
〈q1 . . . qh〉. The algorithm uses a list of q permutations Rq = 〈1, . . . ,q 〉.
Lemma 2.1 (Knuth [25], Lovász [29]). For any listRq of q permutations on [q],Cont(Rq)
qHq > q ln q.
Anderson and Woll [1] showed that for any q there is a list of q permutations with
contention at most 3qHq . Since Hq/ ln q tends to 1, as q tends to inﬁnity, the following
lemma holds.
Lemma 2.2 (Anderson and Woll [1]). For any q that is large enough, there exists a list of
q permutations on [q] with contention at most 4 · q ln q.
We describe the algorithmAWT ofAnderson andWoll [1] that solves the CWA problem
when p = n. There are p = qh processors, h1, and the array w that has n = p cells.
The identiﬁer of a processor is represented by a distinct string of length h over the alphabet
[q]. The algorithm is instantiated with a list of q permutations Rq = 〈1, . . . ,q〉 on [q],
and we write AWT(Rq) when we refer to the instance of algorithmAWT for a given list of
permutations Rq . This list is available to every processor (in its local memory). Processors
have access to a shared q-ary tree called progress tree. Each node of the tree is labeled with
a string over alphabet [q]. Speciﬁcally, a string s ∈ [q]∗ that labels a node identiﬁes the
path from the root to the node (e.g., the root is labeled with the empty string , the leftmost
child of the root is labeled with the string 1). For convenience, we say node s, when we
mean the node labeled with a string s. Each node s of the tree, apart from the root, contains
a completion bit, denoted by bs , initially set to 0. Any leaf node s is canonically assigned a
distinct number val(s) ∈ {0, . . . , n− 1}.
The algorithm, shown in Fig. 1, starts by each processor calling procedure AWT(Rq).
Each processor traverses the q-ary progress tree by calling a recursive procedure T raverse
(h, ). When a processor visits a node s that is the root of a subtree of height i (the root of
the progress tree has height h) the processor takes the ith letter j of its identiﬁer (line 04)
and attempts to visit the children in the order established by the permutation j . The visit
to a child s ◦ a, for a ∈ [q], succeeds only if the completion bit bs◦a for this child is still 0
at the time of the attempt (line 07). (The operation ◦ denotes concatenation, so s ◦ a is the
concatenation of a string s with a letter a.) In such case, the processor recursively traverses
the child subtree (line 08), and later sets to one the completion bit of the child node (line
09). When a processor visits a leaf s, the processor performs an assignment of 1 to the cell
val(s) of the array w. After a processor has ﬁnished the recursive traversal of the progress
tree, the processor sets f to 1 and halts.
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We give two technical lemmas that present closed forms of recursive equations. These
equations arise in the analysis of the AWT algorithm carried out in the following section.
Lemma 2.3. Let h and q be integers, h1, q2, and k1 + · · · + kq = c > 0. Consider
a recursive equation W(0, r) = r , and W(i, r) = r · q +∑qv=1W(i − 1, kv · r/q), when
i > 0. Then for any r,
W(h, r) = r
(
q · (c/q)
h − 1
c/q − 1 + (c/q)
h
)
.
Proof. First we observe that W is right-linear, i.e. that W(i, z · r) = z ·W(i, r), for any
real z, which can be shown by induction on i. We use right-linearity to solve the recursive
equation as follows:
W(h, r)= r · q +
q∑
v=1
kv/q ·W(h− 1, r) = r · q + c/q ·W(h− 1, r)
= r · q (c/q)
h − 1
c/q − 1 + r(c/q)
h . 
Lemma 2.4. Let h and qbe integers,h1,q2,and for any string s ∈ [q]∗, ks1+· · ·+ksq =
c > 0. Consider a recursive equation V (s, r) = 3r , for any string s of length h, and
V (s, r) = 7rq +∑qv=1 V (s ◦ v, ksv · r/q), for any string s of length less than h. Then for
the empty string  and any r
V (, r) = r
(
7q · (c/q)
h − 1
c/q − 1 + 3(c/q)
h
)
.
Proof. First we observe thatV is right-linear i.e., that V (s, z · r) = z ·V (s, r), which can be
shown by a backward induction on the length of s, starting from length h. We also observe
that the value of V (s, r) is the same across all strings of the same length, i.e. for any s and
s′ of the same length, V (s, r) = V (s′, r). This can also be shown by backward induction,
where the inductive step is
V (s, r)= 7rq +
q∑
v=1
ksv/q · V (s ◦ v, r) = 7rq +
q∑
v=1
ksv/q · V (s ◦ 1, r)
= 7rq + c/q
q∑
v=1
·V (s′ ◦ 1, r) = V (s′, r) .
We use these two properties to solve the recursive equation as follows:
V (, r)= 7r · q +
q∑
v=1
kv/q · V (v, r) = 7r · q + c/q · V (1, r)
= 7r · q (c/q)
h − 1
c/q − 1 + 3r(c/q)
h . 
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3. Tight analysis and near-optimal instances of AWT
This section presents an asymptotically tight analysis of theAWT algorithm ofAnderson
andWoll and a method for creating near-optimal instances of the algorithm. The main idea
of this section is that for a ﬁxed number p of processors and n = p cells of the array w,
work of any instance of the AWT algorithm depends on the number of permutations used
by the instance, along with their contention, as shown by our analysis. This observation has
several consequences. It turns out (not surprisingly) that work increases when contention
increases, and conversely it becomes the lowest when contention is the lowest. Here a lower
bound on contention of permutations given by Knuth [25] and Lovász [29] is very useful,
because we can bound work of any instance from below, by an expression in which the
value of contention of the list used in the instance is replaced with the value of the lower
bound on contention. Then we study how the resulting lower bound on work depends on
the number q of permutations on [q] used by the instance. It turns out that there is a single
value for q, where the bound attains the global minimum. Consequently, we obtain a lower
bound on work that, for ﬁxed n, is independent of both the number of permutations used
and their contention. Our bound is near-optimal. We show that if we instantiate the AWT
algorithm with about e
√
1/2 ln n ln ln n permutations that have small enough contention, then
work of the instance nearly matches the lower bound. Such permutations exist as shown
byAnderson andWoll [1]. We also show that when we instantiate the AWT algorithm with
much fewer or much more permutations, then work of the instance must be signiﬁcantly
greater than the work that can be achieved. Details of the overview follow.
We will present an asymptotically tight bound on work of any instance of the AWT
algorithm. Our bound generalizes Theorem 5.2 of Anderson and Woll [1]. Our bound has
an explicit constant which was hidden in the analysis given in Theorem 5.2. The constant
will play a paramount role in the analysis presented in the remainder of the section.
Lemma 3.1. WorkW of the AWT algorithm for p = qh processors, h1, q2, and n = p
cells, instantiated with a list Rq = 〈1, . . . ,q〉 of q permutations on [q], is bounded by
c
84
· n1+logq
Cont(Rq)
q  W  c · n1+logq
Cont(Rq)
q ,
where c = 28q2Cont(Rq) .
Proof. The idea of the lemma is to carefully account for work spent on traversing the
progress tree, and spent on writing to the array w. The lower bound will be shown by
designing an execution during which the processors will traverse the progress tree in a
speciﬁc, regular manner. This regularity will allow us to conveniently bound work inside a
subtree from below by work done at the root of the subtree and work done by quite large
number of processors that traverse the child subtrees in a regular manner.A similar recursive
argument will be used to derive the upper bound.
Recall that in the asynchronous PRAMmodel an execution is a sequence of instructions.
For convenience of the description, in the proof below, however, we will say that some
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instructions are executed at the same instant. This extension could be modeled by allowing
more than one instruction to be positioned at the same location in the sequence; an execu-
tion would then be a sequence of “piles” of instructions. A simple transformation allows
us convert the argument given below for the extended model, to the asynchronous PRAM
model. Indeed, the instructions stated to be executed at the same time will be either: reads
from the same shared memory cell, or writes of the same value to the same cell, or oper-
ations on disjoint subsets of cells. Therefore, the instructions of a pile may be sequenced
(or “ﬂattened”) in arbitrary order between the instructions of the previous and the next
pile, to comply with the asynchronous PRAM model while preserving the outcome. Such
transformation guarantees that the lemma holds in the model.
Consider any execution of the algorithm. We say that the execution is regular at a node
s (recall that s is a string from [q]∗) iff the following three conditions hold:
(i) the r processors that ever visit the node during the execution, visit the node at the same
time,
(ii) at that time, the completion bit of any node of the subtree of height i rooted at the node
s is equal to 0,
(iii) if a processor visits the node s, and x is the sufﬁx of length h− i of the identiﬁer of the
processor, then the qi processors that have x as a sufﬁx of their identiﬁers, also visit
the node during the execution.
We deﬁne W(i, r) to be the largest number of instructions that r processors perform
inside a subtree of height i, from the moment when they visit a node s that is the root
of the subtree until the moment when each of the visitors ﬁnishes traversing the subtree,
maximized across the executions that are regular at s and during which exactly r processors
visit s (if there is no such execution, we put −∞). Note that the value of W(i, r) is well-
deﬁned, as it is independent of the choice of a subtree of height i (any pattern of traversals
that maximizes the number of instructions performed inside a subtree, can be applied to
any other subtree of the same height), and of the choice of the r visitors (sufﬁxes of length
h − i do not affect traversal within the subtree). There exists an execution that is regular
at the root of the progress tree, and so the value of W(h, n) bounds work of AWT(Rq)
from below.
We will show a recursive formula that boundsW(i, r) from below.We do it by designing
an execution recursively. The execution will be regular at every node of the progress tree.
We start by letting the qh processors visit the root at the same time. For the recursive step,
assume that the execution is regular at a node s that is the root of a subtree of height i,
and that exactly r processors visit the node. We ﬁrst consider the case when s is an internal
node i.e., when i > 0. Based on the ith letter of its identiﬁer, each processor picks a
permutation that gives the order in which completion bits of the child nodes will be read
by the processor. Due to regularity, the r processors can be partitioned into q collections
of equal cardinality, such that for any collection j, each processor in the collection checks
the completion bits in the order given by j . Let for any collection, the processors in the
collection check the bits of the children of the node in lock step (the collection behaves
as a single “virtual” processor). Then, by Lemma 2.1 of Anderson and Woll [1], there is
a pattern of delays so that every processor in some kv1 collections succeeds in visiting
the child s ◦ v of the node at the same time. Thus the execution is regular at any child
node. The lemma also guarantees that k1+ · · · + kq = Cont(Rq), and that these k1, . . . , kq
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do not depend on the choice of the node s. Since each processor checks q completion
bits of the q children of the node, the processor executes at least q instructions while
traversing the node. Therefore,W(i, r)rq+∑qv=1W(i − 1, kv · r/q), for i > 0. Finally,
suppose that s is a leaf, i.e. that i = 0. Then we let the r processors work in lock step, and
soW(0, r)r .
We can bound the value ofW(h, n) using Lemma 2.3, the fact that h = logq n, and that
for any positive real a, alogq n = nlogq a , as follows:
W(h, n)  n · (Cont(Rq)/q)h
(
q · 1−
(
q/Cont(Rq)
)h
Cont(Rq)/q − 1 + 1
)
= n1+logq(Cont(Rq)/q)
(
q2/Cont(Rq) · 1−
(
q/Cont(Rq)
)h
1− q/Cont(Rq) + 1
)
> q2/Cont(Rq) · n1+logq(Cont(Rq)/q)
(
1− (q/Cont(Rq))h)
 1/3 · q2/Cont(Rq) · n1+logq(Cont(Rq)/q) ,
where the last inequality holds because for all q2, q/Cont(Rq)2/3, and h1.
The argument for proving an upper bound will be similar to the above argument for
proving the lower bound. The main conceptual difference is that processors may write com-
pletion bits in different order for different internal nodes of the progress tree. Therefore,
while the coefﬁcients k1, . . . , kq were the same for each node during the analysis above, in
the analysis of the upper bound presented now, each internal node s will have its own coef-
ﬁcients ks1, . . . , ksq that may be different for different nodes. To see this, take any execution
and consider the root node s = . The r processors that visit the node satisfy condition (iii)
and so they can be divided into q collections, each of cardinality r/q, where any processor
in a collection j reads the completion bits in the order given by the permutation j . During
the execution, the completion bits of the child nodes are set to 1 in some sequence, and
let s be this sequence (s is a permutation on [q]). The argument of Anderson and Woll
ensures that any processor from a collection j can only visit a child s ◦ v, 1vq, when(
−1s j
)
(v) is a left-to-right maximum of the permutation −1s j . Let ksv be the number
of permutations j such that
(
−1s j
)
(v) is a left-to-right maximum. By the deﬁnition of
contention, ks1+· · ·+ksqCont(Rq).Work could only be increased if every processor from
the collection j indeed visited every child node that corresponds to left-to-right maximum of
−1s j (a processor from the collection may not visit every child if another processor from
the collection is quite fast and manages to set the completion bits to 1 before its peers check
the bits). But if every processor from every collection visited every child node admissible
by the sequence s , then the ksv · r/q processors that would visit the child node s ◦ v would
satisfy condition (iii), and so could be divided into q collections of equal cardinality, and
every processor from such collection would check completion bits according to a distinct
permutation. Therefore, we could repeat the argument described for the root recursively for
the child nodes. As a result, we obtain a recursive formula V (s, r)3r , when s is a string
of length h, and V (s, r)7rq +∑qv=1 V (s ◦ v, ksv · r/q), when s is a string of length less
than h, while for all s, ks1+· · ·+ksqCont(Rq).We can bound work of the given execution
from above by V (, n). The result now follows by applying Lemma 2.4 and observing that
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7q · 1−(q/Cont(Rq))
h
1−q/Cont(Rq) +3 can be bounded from above by
28q2
Cont(Rq) , because q/Cont(Rq)2/3
and 33q2/Cont(Rq). 
How does the bound from the preceding lemma depend on contention of the list Rq?
We should answer this question so that when we instantiate the AWT algorithm, we know
whether to choose permutations with low contention or perhaps with high contention. The
answer to the question may be not so clear at ﬁrst, because for any given q, when we take
a list Rq with lower contention, then although the exponent of n is lower, but the constant
c is higher. In the lemma below we study this tradeoff, and demonstrate that it is indeed of
advantage to choose lists of permutations with as small contention as possible.
Lemma 3.2. The function c → q2/c · nlogq c, where c > 0 and nq2, is a non-
decreasing function of c.
Proof. We consider a derivative

c
(
q2/c · nlogq c
)
=−q2/c2 · nlogq c + q2/c · (ln n)/(c ln q) · nlogq c
= (−1+ logq n) q2/c2 · nlogq c .
Recall that nq2, and so logq n1. Thus the derivative is non-negative. 
This lemma, simple as it is, is actually quite useful. In several parts of the paper we
use a list of permutations, for which we only know an upper bound or a lower bound on
contention. The lemma allows us to bound work respectively from above or from below,
even though we do not actually know the exact value of contention of the list.
We would like to ﬁnd out how the lower bound on work depends on the choice of q.
The subsequent argument shows that careful choice of the value of q is essential, in order
to guarantee low work. We begin with two technical lemmas, the second of which bounds
from below the value of a function occurring in Lemma 3.1.
The next lemma shows that an expression that is a function of x must vanish inside a
“slim” interval.
Lemma 3.3. Let  > 0 be any ﬁxed constant. Then for any large enough n, the expression
x2−x+ (1− ln x) · ln n is negative when x = x1 = √1/2 ln n ln ln n, and positive when
x = x2 = √(1+ )/2 ln n ln ln n.
Proof. The key idea of the proof is that x2 creates in the expression a highest order summand
with factor either 12 or (1+ )/2 depending on which of the two values of x we take, while
ln x creates a summand of the same order with factor 12 independent of the value of x. As a
result, for the ﬁrst value of x, the former “is less positive” than the latter “is negative”, while
when x has the other value, then the former “is more positive” than the latter “is negative”.
This intuition is made precise next.
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We will show that the expression is negative when x =
√
1
2 ln n ln ln n. We split the
expression into two parts: x2−x and (1− ln x) ln n, and compare their values. Obviously,
x2−x < 12 ln n ln ln n.We rewrite the second part as (1− ln x) ln n =−1/2 ln n ln ln n
(1/2 ln(1/2)− 1+ 12 ln ln ln n) ln n , and observe that, for large enough n, the triple log-
arithm ln ln ln n is large enough so that any negative constant summand in the parenthesis
becomes balanced by a positive summand, and so the expression inside parenthesis be-
comes positive. As a result, for large enough n, the second part is smaller or equal to
− 12 ln n ln ln n. This means that the sum of the ﬁrst part and the second part is negative,
as desired.
We will show that the expression is positive when x = √(1+ )/2 ln n ln ln n. Since
the summand x of the ﬁrst part is of lower order than the summand x2, we know that for
large enough n, x2 − x > (1 + /2)/2 ln n ln ln n (recall that  > 0 is a ﬁxed constant).
Now a key observation is that the multiplier of the highest order summand ln n ln ln n
of the second part is equal to 12 , and not (1 + )/2, because it is obtained by taking a
logarithm of a square root. Thus the second part (1− ln x) ln n = − 12 ln n ln ln n −( 1
2 ln((1+ )/2)− 1+ 12 ln ln ln n
)
ln n ismore than−(1+/2)/2 ln n ln ln n, for large
enough n. This completes the proof. 
Lemma 3.4. Let  > 0 be any ﬁxed constant. Then for any large enough n, the value of the
function f : [ln 3, ln n] → R, deﬁned as f (x) = ex/x · nln x/x , is bounded from below by
f (x)n(1−)
√
2·ln ln n/ ln n .
Proof. We shall show the lemma by reasoning about the derivative of f. We will see that it
contains two parts: one that is strictly convex, and the other that is strictly concave. This will
allow us to conveniently reason about the sign of the derivative, and where the derivative
vanishes.As a result, we will ensure that there is only one local minimum of f in the interior
of the domain. An additional argument will ascertain that the values of f at the boundary
are larger than the minimum value attained in the interior.
Let us investigate where the derivative
f
x
= exnln x/x/x3 ·
(
x2 − x + (1− ln x) ln n
)
vanishes. It happens only for such x, for which the parabola x → x2 − x “overlaps” the
logarithmic plot x → ln n ln x − ln n. We notice that the parabola is strictly convex,
while the logarithmic plot is strictly concave. Therefore, we conclude that one of the three
cases must happen: plots do not overlap, plots overlap at a single point, or plots overlap at
exactly two distinct points. We shall see that the latter must occur for any large enough n.
We will see that the plots overlap at exactly two points. Note that when x = ln 3, then the
value of the logarithmic plot is negative, while the value of the parabola is positive. Hence
the parabola is “above” the logarithmic plot at the point x = ln 3 of the domain. Similarly,
it is “above” the logarithmic plot at the point x = ln n, because for this x the highest order
summand for the parabola is ln2 n, while it is only ln n ln ln n for the logarithmic plot.
Finally, we observe that when x = √ln n, then the plots are “swapped”: the logarithmic
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plot is “above” the parabola, because for this x the highest order summand for the parabola is
ln n, while the highest order summand for the logarithmic plot is as much as 12 ln n ln ln n.
Therefore, for any large enough n, the plots must cross at exactly two points in the interior
of the domain.
Now we are ready to evaluate the monotonicity of f. By inspecting the sign of the deriva-
tive, we conclude that f increases from x = ln 3 until the ﬁrst point, then it decreases until
the second point, and then it increases again until x = ln n. This holds for any large enough
n. This pattern of monotonicity simpliﬁes case analysis when establishing a lower bound
on f.
There is only one local minimum of f in the interior of the domain. The function f attains
a local minimum at the second point, and Lemma 3.3 teaches us that this point is in the
range between x1 =
√
1
2 ln n ln ln n and x2 =
√
(1+ )/2 ln n ln ln n. For large enough
n, we can bound the value of the local minimum from below by f1 = ex1/x2 · nln x1/x2 . We
can further weaken this bound as
f1 = n− ln x2/ ln n+ln x1/x2+x1/ ln nn− ln x2/ ln n+1/2 ln ln n/x2+
√
1/2 ln ln n/ ln n
 n(1−)
√
2·ln ln n/ ln n ,
where the ﬁrst inequality holds because for large enough n, ln( 12 ln ln n) is positive,
while the second inequality holds because for large enough n, ln x2 ln ln n, and
1/
√
1+ 1 − , and for large enough n,
√
1
2 ln ln n/ ln n − ln ln n/ ln n is larger than√
1/(2+ 2) ln ln n/ ln n.
Finally, we note that the values attained by f at the boundary are strictly larger than the
value attained at the second point. Indeed, f (ln n) is strictly greater, because the function
strictly increases from the second point towards ln n. In addition, f (ln 3) is strictly greater
because it is at least n1.08, while the value attained at the second point is bounded from
above by n raised to a power that tends to 0 as n tends to ∞ (in fact it sufﬁces to see that
the exponent of n in the bound on f1 above, tends to 0 as n tends to∞).
This completes the argument showing a lower bound on f. 
The following two theorems show that we can construct an instance of AWT that has the
exponent for n arbitrarily close to the exponent that is required, provided that we choose
the value of q carefully enough.
Theorem 3.5. Let  > 0 be any ﬁxed constant. Then for any n that is large enough,
any instance of the AWT algorithm for p = n processors and n cells has work at least
n1+(1−)
√
2 ln ln n/ ln n
.
Proof. This theorem is proven by combining the results shown in the preceding lemmas.
Take any AWT algorithm for n cells and p = n processors instantiated with a list Rq of
q permutations on [q]. By Lemma 3.1, work of the instance is bounded from below by
the expression q2/(3Cont(Rq)) · n1+logq (Cont(Rq)/q). By Lemma 3.2, we know that this
expression does not increase when we replace Cont(Rq) with a number that is smaller
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or equal to Cont(Rq). Indeed, this is what we will do. By Lemma 2.1, we know that the
value of Cont(Rq) is bounded from below by q ln q. Hence work of the AWT is at least
n/3 · q/ ln q · nln ln q/ ln q .
Now we would like to have a bound on this expression that does not depend on q. This
bound should be fairly tight so that we can later ﬁnd an instance of theAWT algorithm that
has work close to the bound. Let us make a substitution q = ex . We can use Lemma 3.4
with /2 to bound the expression from below as desired, for large enough n, when q is in
the range from 3 to n. What remains to be checked is how large work must be when the
AWT algorithm is instantiated with just two permutations (i.e., when q = 2). In this case
we know that contention of any list of two permutations is at least 3, and so work is bounded
from below by n raised to a ﬁxed power strictly greater than 1. Thus the lower bound holds
for large enough n. 
Theorem 3.6. Let  > 0 be any ﬁxed constant. Then for any large enough m, when
q = e√1/2 ln m ln ln m, and h = √2 ln m/ ln ln m, there exists an instance of the
AWT algorithm for p = n = qh processors and n cells that has work at most
n1+(1+)
√
2 ln ln n/ ln n
.
Proof. Had it not been for the ceilings in the deﬁnitions of q and h, the result would
have been immediate. The main problem that we are facing is that taking ceiling could
make q too far away from the best possible choice for q, and so work of the resulting
algorithm could be too large compared to the lower bound on work of Theorem 3.5. How-
ever, this cannot happen, as we will see shortly. Intuitively, this is because h and q are
quite small, and so qh is close to the qh with ceilings dropped. This intuition is formally
shown next.
We construct a speciﬁc instance of the AWT algorithm and bound its work from above.
By Lemma 2.2, for any q that is large enough, there exists a list of q permutations on [q]with
contention at most 4q ln q. Thus, by Lemmas 3.1 and 3.2, workW of the AWT algorithm
instantiated with this list is at mostW28q/(4 ln q) · n1+ln(4 ln q)/ ln q , for any m that is
large enough. We now apply a series of algebraic manipulations to bound this expression
from above, for large enough m. Speciﬁcally,W can be bounded as
W  28 · n1+ln(4 ln q)/ ln q+ln q/ ln n
 n1+ln(8
√
1/2 ln m ln ln m)/
√
1/2 ln m ln ln m+(1+ln 28+√1/2 ln m ln ln m)/ ln m
 n1+
(
1+√ln ln ln m/ ln ln m
)√
2 ln ln m/ ln m
,
where the second inequality holds because for large enough m, qe1+
√
1/2 ln m ln ln m is
at most e2·
√
1/2 ln m ln ln m
, and because mn, while the third inequality holds because for
large enough m, ln(8
√
1/2 ln ln m)/
√
1/2 ln m ln ln m + (1 + ln 28)/ ln m is at most
ln ln ln m/
√
1/2 ln m ln ln m.
Our goal now is to replace every occurrence of m above with n. Since mn, we
can easily do the substitution in the enumerator. However, we also have an expression
1/ ln m, where such substitution could decrease the exponent. In order to alleviate this
problem, we will show that n and m are close to each other. Let q¯ and h¯ be equal to q
and h, respectively, except for the ceilings dropped, i.e. q¯ = e√1/2 ln m ln ln m, and h¯ =
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√
2 ln m/ ln ln m. We can trivially bound n from above by m3, because q¯2q, for large
enough m. However, any upper bound of m raised to a power bounded away from 1 is
not satisfactory, as it will boost the constant 1 in the (1 + √ln ln ln m/ ln ln m) fac-
tor in the expression above. Therefore, we need a tighter upper bound, and we will de-
velop it now.We ﬁrst note that ((q¯ + 1) /q¯)h¯ eh¯/q¯mh¯/ ln mm
√
2/(ln m ln ln m)
, and that
for large enough m, q¯ + 1 q¯2 = m2 ln q¯/ ln mm√2 ln ln m/ ln m. Using the fact that, for
large enough m, ln(m3) ln ln(m3)4 ln m ln ln m, and nm3, we obtain two bounds:
1/(ln m ln ln m)4/(ln n ln ln n) and 1/ ln m3/ ln n. These two bounds can be ap-
plied to replacemwith n in the former two bounds, and we experience a slight weakening of
the former bounds:((q¯ + 1) /q¯)h¯ m
√
8/(ln n ln ln n)
, and q¯ + 1m√6 ln ln n/ ln n. We com-
bine the latest two bounds to show that n is bounded from above by m raised to a power
that tends to 1, as n tends to inﬁnity. Speciﬁcally, n(q¯ + 1)h¯+1 = q¯ h¯((q¯ + 1)/q¯)h¯ ·
(q¯ + 1)m1+8√ln ln n/ ln n. This ensures that 1/ ln m(1 + 8√ln ln n/ ln n)/ ln n, for
any large enough m. This bound allows us to replace m with n in the expression above,
while maintaining the (1+ o(1)) multiplicative factor. Thus the result follows. 
The preceding two theorems teach us that when q is selected carefully, we can create an
instance of the AWT algorithm that is nearly optimal. A natural question that one imme-
diately asks is: what if q is not selected well enough? Lemmas 3.1 and 3.2 teach us that
lower bound on work of an instance of the AWT algorithm depends on the number q of
permutations on [q] used by the instance. On one extreme, if q is a constant that is at least
2, then work must be at least n to some exponent that is greater than 1 and that is bounded
away from 1. On the other extreme, if q = n, then work must be at least n2. In the “middle”,
when q is about e
√
1/2 ln n ln ln n
, then the lower bound is the weakest, and we can almost
attain it as shown in the preceding two theorems. Suppose that we chose the value of q
slightly away from the value e
√
1/2 ln n ln ln n
. By how much must work be increased as
compared to the lowest possible value of work? Although one can carry out a more precise
analysis of the growth of a lower bound as a function of q, we will be contented with the
following result, which already establishes a gap between the work possible to attain when
q is chosen well, and the work required when q is not chosen well.
Proposition 3.7. Let r2 be any ﬁxed constant. For any large enough n, if the AWT algo-
rithm is instantiated with q permutations on [q], such that 16qe√1/2 ln n ln ln n/(r·ln ln n)
or er·
√
1/2 ln n ln ln nqn, then its work is at least n1+r/3·
√
2 ln ln n/ ln n
.
Proof. By Lemmas 3.1, 3.2, and 2.1, work of the AWT algorithm instantiated with any list
of q permutations on [q] is at least
q/ ln q · n1+ln ln q/ ln q−ln 3/ ln n .
Suppose that q falls into the ﬁrst interval. By taking logarithm of both sides of the in-
equality qe
√
1/2 ln n ln ln n/(r·ln ln n)
, we obtain that r ·√2 ln ln n/ ln n is at most 1/ ln q.
Recall that q16, and so ln ln q1. Therefore, we can multiply the right-hand side of the
former inequality by ln ln q without violating the inequality, and obtain r/2·
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√
2 ln ln n/ ln n ln ln q/ ln q, as desired. Now suppose that q falls into the second in-
terval. We obtain the desirable bound by observing that then qnr·
√
1/2 ln n ln ln n/ ln n =
nr/2·
√
2 ln ln n/ ln n
. 
4. Conclusions, future work and related work
We have seen an asymptotically tight analysis of theAWT algorithm, and that the choice
of the number of permutation is critical for obtaining an instance of the algorithmwith near-
optimal work. Speciﬁcally, when the algorithm is instantiated with about e
√
1/2 ln n ln ln n
permutations, then work of an instance can be near-optimal, while when q is signiﬁcantly
away from e
√
1/2 ln n ln ln n
, then work of any instance of the algorithm with this displaced
q must be considerably higher than otherwise.
The main open problem is to determine an asymptotically optimal bound on work com-
plexity of deterministic algorithms for the Certiﬁed Write-All. There is a known lower
bound of (n log n) on work of p = n processors on n cells. This bound is attained by a
randomized algorithm. Is there higher lower bound for deterministic algorithms? How far
is theAWT algorithm from being optimal? The author of this paper showed a work-optimal
deterministic algorithm for a nontrivial number of p < n1/5 processors. This result ap-
peared in the doctoral dissertation of the author [31] and also as [30]. Lately, the paper of
Kowalski and Shvartsman [27] improved this result by showing an optimal algorithm for
p < n1/(2+) processors; the algorithm uses q permutations with contention O(q log q).
It is an open problem how to efﬁciently and deterministically construct q permutations
with contention O(q · polylog(q)). The paper of Chlebus et al. [9] discusses analytical and
experimental results indicating that such construction may be possible. In a recent paper,
Kowalski and Shvartsman [26] extended the notion of contention of a list of permutations to
d-contention that measures the worst case total number of elements that have fewer than d
larger predecessors (and so the contention ofAnderson andWoll is equal to the 1-contention
of Kowalski and Shvartsman). They showed that d-contention plays an important role in
designing message-passing asynchronous algorithms for performing independent tasks,
such that the algorithms have low work in the presence of message delays.
There are several follow-up research directions on how one could try to generalize and
ﬁne-tune the AWT algorithm. Any AWT algorithm has a progress tree with internal nodes
of fanout q. One could consider generalized AWT algorithms where fanout does not need
to be uniform. Suppose that a processor that visits a node of height i, uses a collection Riq(i)
of q(i) permutations on [q(i)]. Now we could choose different values of q(i) for different
heights i. Does this technique enable any reduction of work as compared to the case when
q = q(1) = · · · = q(h)? What are the best values for q(1), . . . , q(h) as a function of
n? Suppose that we are given a relative cost  of performing a write to the cell of the
array w, compared to the cost of executing any other instruction. What is the shape of the
progress tree that minimizes work? These questions give rise to more complex optimization
problems, which would be interesting to solve.
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